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MEDIEVAL  SOUTHWARK. Martha Carlin. 1996. The Hambledon Press,

London  and Rio Grande, £35. ISBN 1-85285-116-3

This book opens to view  a  whole new world of  life  in the Middle Ages. It is  a
world whose outline might be  expected, in some measure, because of Southwark's

proximity to London and its notoriety as  a  concentration of population beyond the
city’s jurisdiction. Yet no one could have predicted just how much of  that  outline
can be filled in by precise information. Martha Carlin’s study — based on an
impressively thorough knowledge both of the extensive surviving documentation
relating to  Southwark  and of the historiography of medieval towns in general  —
makes a notable contribution to the history of medieval urban development. She
demonstrates convincingly the development of Southwark between the eleventh
and the thirteenth centuries, and its exceptionally vigorous recovery in the later

fifteenth and earlier sixteenth centuries following the population losses of the

fourteenth. The most distinctive feature of the book is the author’s remarkable

success in portraying this very distinctive urban community through the various
phases of its medieval existence. She has a firm command of the developing
topography of Southwark, which is supported by a number of excellent maps, so
that the reader develops a  sense of how to move about the town (knowing which
streets to avoid), perhaps starting from the Tabard inn at the end of the  High Street.

Like Westminster, whose parallel development has been described by Gervase
Rosser, Southwark was indisputably urban, without having a borough charter or a
communal government, and its commercial  life,  and the social composition of its

inhabitants, was very varied. The book analyses the principal features of
Southwarkfs occupational structure, especially through  a meticulous analysis of the
1381 poll tax return. It examines the substantial population of foreign residents,

especially from Flanders and the Low Countries, and assesses with considerable
care the  extent  to which they were securely assimilated into Southwark society. For
them, as for many other social groups, this was a potentially dangerous
environment. Southwark also stands out for an underworld probably without

parallel elsewhere in the kingdom. We are given a detailed discussion of the

physical, legal and institutional structure on  which  that underworld depended  — the

multiplicity of alehouses, taverns, inns and brothels, the absence of any overall
jurisdictional authority — and of the rules and regulations by which different
authorities attempted to curb the worst excesses of crime and exploitation.

It is not surprising that this was a world of which the citizens of London were
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and  detailed  working-out of its compiler as  John Vale,  a  scribe and (up to  a  point)
man of  affairs  for Sir  Thomas  Cook.

Vale  (who reveals himself only by his initials, JV) is shown convincingly to
have produced Add.  48031A  and, apparently, to have owned three scientific,

religious and  secular  manuscript miscellanies (see pp.  108-9;  it is  a pity not to have

had more photographic evidence at this point). He is also securely linked with the
London  book-copyists’ world and, in  particular,  with the scribe or stationer John

Multon; a  wealth of new detail is used to  achieve  what literary historians have so

largely failed to do, to produce a satisfyingly full  picture of the literary and
political  interests of  a  family prominent in the London  civic  hierarchy. The very
accuracy which makes  John  Vale  so invaluable to the historian has not made it at

all  easy for his editorial analysts to discern his own cultural and  political  links  —
how far can he be called  a  ‘Yorkist’,  on the  strength  of his having copied so many

Yorkist  texts, when  it may also have been  he who added  nota bene  in the  margin
beside  a good many of the signs of Yorkist perjury (see  cement at p. 35 n. 138)?
And was it primarily for historical or  political  reasons  that  he included the  articles
from  Cade’s  Rebellion?  But  these  are questions  that  no editors could  have  done

more to answer than the  present,  and  they have  generally succeeded  remarkably in
what  will prove  a  landmark edition of such a wide-ranging assortment of  texts.

If  this  reviewer is left  with  any fresh questions to raise, it would be  about  how
Vale obtained so  many royal Signet letters and  about  how the  city and the signet
office may have  interacted in the mid and late  fifteenth  century. The  loss  of the
Signet  office’s  own files may not prove an insuperable bar to discoveries being
made  in  this area;  and it would seem strange if there were not in the later  fifteenth
century some of the  same close  links  between  the  Signet office’s  clerks and the

book-trade  or literary world  that  are  known  to  have  existed earlier in the century
between  the privy seal clerks and  their  free-lance scribal  counterparts.  The first  text

that  is summarised on p. 174 is one  that  can  have  had  little  interest  save for  a signs!
or privy seal  clerk, and its inclusion might make one wonder if Vale did not  have
some direct signet office link. He  cannot just  have been copying an  office
formulary, for it is  clear that  several of the signet  letters relate  to Sir  Thomas Cook:
Vale  selected his  dossier  with some  care.

The  Politics  of Fifteenth-Century England  has  been  impeccably proof-read and
presented, with virtually no  specific  errors.  8000  marks represent  £5333  6s 8d.  (not
£6333  6s 8d; p.  90); ‘Kirkeby’ (p. 135) is identifiable as the  Thomas  Kirkeby who
was at one  time clerk  of the parliament and master of the rolls (cf sketch of his
career by AR Pollard, Bulletin  of the  Institute  of Historical Research,  xv (1937-8),

pp.  148-50);  ‘Bedeunne  [?]’ (p. 139) should be  ‘Bedeune’ or ‘Bedenne’ (Le.
Bedewine??); and  Vale  was perfectly correct  (pace  p. 115 n.  186)  in referring to 12
October as the eve of the feast of the translation of Edward the Confessor.
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Overall, the book represents  a  tour-de-force in the skill with which a great deal
of well-informed interpretation has been put upon a complex body of material:
John Vale  ’s  Book  offers n'ch pickings for medievalists of any and every hue.

‘ NIGEL RAMSAY

THE  REBURIAL  OF  RICHARD DUKE  OF  YORK 21-30 JULY 1476.  Anne
F.  Sutton  and Livia Visser-Fuchs, with P.W. Hammond.  1996.  Richard IH Society,
£6. incl. p.&p. from  Sales Office. . ISBN 0-904893-14-6

The reburial of Richard Duke of York and his son Edmund Earl of Rutland at
Fotheringhay in  1476  was one of the great ceremonial showpieces of the Yorkist
dynasty.  Until the present it has been poorly served by historians.  Sandford’s
Genealogical History of the  Kings  of England  gave  a  description of the  event  but
misdated it to  1466; York’s  most  recent biographer Paul Johnson accorded it  a
passing three lines. The gap has now been filled by this attractive and .well-
produced booklet, an enlarged version of the piece  that  appeared in an earlier

Ricardian  (1994), that  will form  a  useful addition to the growing corpus of studies
of the Yorkist  period.

The authors  have  produced  a  work of considerable quality. They have
provided transcripts of  a  comprehensive range of manuscript  sources concerning
the reburial, and translations of the key texts.  A clear and helpful introduction  V
includes  a  map showing the route of the funeral cortége and a plan giving the

position  around  the hearse of the mourners and officers of arms. Particularly
striking are  a  series of well-chosen illustrations, including four colour plates, which
put the funeral ceremony into  a  contemporary context. There is very little to

criticise here.
One point is of interest. It seems unlikely that Edward had celebrated

obsequies for his father at St Paul’s as early as February 1461 (page 2). The first
reference from the issue roll (25 Feb.), which concerns the ordering of candles for

the hearse, predates by two days Edward’s arrival in the capital. It  thus  indicates
the dynastic importance of this first ceremony, which must  have been planned by
Edward and Warwick immediately after their meeting at Chipping-Norton. That

they chose to despatch urgently these instructions to London, presumably to the

treasurer, Henry Viscount  Bourgchier, suggests  that  a ceremonial acclamation of
kingship may already have  been envisaged, and  that  the display of York’s hearse

took  place at St  Paul’s  on  4  March to further reinforce Edward’s claim to the

thron'e.
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What  emerges from this work is the magnificence of the ceremony. There was

considerable and careful preparation. The choir of the chapel royal accompanied

the bodies from Pontefract, alongside leading noblemen (of whom Richard duke of

Gloucester was the most prominent), officers of arms, household men and 400

‘poor men’ on foot, all dressed in the  black  habits of mourning. Great  canvas

pavilions and tents accommodated over 2,000 after the funeral at Fotheringhay,

where over 31  tuns  of ale, 49 beef cattle, 210 sheep and large  quantities  of fish and
poultry were consumed.

Yet puzzling questions hang over this event, the foremost being why it

occurred so late in the reign. The reburial of the other leading victims of

Wakefield, Richard earl of Salisbury and Sir Thomas Neville, had taken place with

much  splendour at Bisham Abbey as early as 15 January 1463. The authors
plausibly suggest that  Edward  IV’s  own plans to honour his father may have  been

disrupted by the sieges of the Northumbrian castles  that  winter. If so the ceremony

at Fotheringhay on 30 January of the same year (which might more accurately be

described as the anniversary of his father’s month’s mind) was surely a precursor

to a full reburial?
The long delay remains difficult to understand, particularly in View of the

dynastic significance of the accompanying ritual, which is well brought out by the

present authors.  They rightly draw attention to the use of an effigy (with the figure

dressed in  a gown  of dark blue, the mourning colour of kings), the obvious

symbolism of a white angel holding a crown behind the  effigy’s  head and the use
of the royal arms  without  differencing on the banner  that  accompanied the  cortége.
All this served to portray the duke of York as ‘king by right’, and  such  a vigorous
celebration of the Yorkist  dynasty’s  rightful occupation of the throne would have

been particularly helpful between  1462-4, when the Lancastrians still remained a

considerable threat.

Equally puzzling is the absence of York’s widow, Cecily Neville, who is

nowhere mentioned in the surviving texts.  It is difficult to explain either of these

facts, but taken together an intriguing albeit speculative explanation emerges, that

of Cecily’s continued animosity towards Edward  IV’s  queen, culminating in  a

refusal to attend  a  ceremony where Elizabeth Woodville would have  taken
precedence over her.  Such  matters await further research. In the meantime the

authors of  this  excellent booklet are to be congratulated on making this  fascinating

material so accessible.

MICHAEL K. JONES
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THE  HOLLOW CROWNS.  Geoffrey Richardson. 1996. Baildon  Books, PO Box

107, Shipley, W. Yorks.  BD17  6UR. £5.99. ISBN 0-9527621-0

This  book  is an account of all of the major battles of the Wars of the Roses. It is

written  in  a  clear readable style, with  a slight tendency towards cliché, .(‘butchcrs

.bill’ after a battle for example) by someone who is  obviously an enthusiast. There

are useful summaries of all the battles and the events  before  and after, and the

whole gives a picture of the rather confusing events of the years between 1455 and

1487.  There  is an appendix entitled  ‘Who Killed  the  King’ which suggests  that
Buckingham murdered the Princes at the instigation of John Morton. This is not  a
new suggestion, as the  author  believes. The author does not appear to have read the

most  recent discussions of at least some of the battles, the work of Peter  Foss  on

the battlefield at Bosworth is ignored for example.
The  book  is well produced and illustrated with birds eye View maps of the

battlefields and  portraits, the latter including two drawings, of Margaret of  Anjou
and Warwick.

HARRY  COOPER

CARGOES, EMBARGOES, AND  EMISSARIES.  The  Commercial  and

Political Interaction  of  England  and the  German Hanse, 1450-1510.  John D.

Fudge. 1995. University of  Toronto  Press, £39/$60. ISBN  0-8020-0559-4

In some respects the Hanseatic  League  might be considered  a  forerunner of the

European Union in  that  it was  a  confederation established to further the

commercial interests of its members  duough  diplomacy. At its  peak, some 170 or

so towns were involved with maybe 70 actively engaged in international trade.

That  trade encompassed  most  of Europe  north  of the Mediterranean  Sea, but it has

been traditional for historians to concentrate on  Hanse trade  with England.
As the  title  promises, John  Fudge’s study continues  that  tradition.  This  is to be

regretted since international  trade  is all  about  balancing advantage, and the

commercial  judgements  of Hansards  must have  been made within the wider  context
of their  trade with  central and eastern Europe.  Some  indication of the balance of

Hanseatic investments  with  all trading partners would have  been helpful, even  if

only to  establish  the varying impact  of English trade on Hanseatic towns.
Intercollating political  events  at the  national  level  with  the commercial

activities  of small groups and individuals is difficult, and the author partly achieves

this  goal by dividing up his analysis on  a  regional basis.  Divisions  within the
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London and Toronto, £45 (hb).  ISBN 0-8020-4216-3  (cloth);  0-8020-8069-3  (paper)
Examination of Liverpool Cathedral MS Radcliffe  6  with  its unique presentation  scene

of  a  woman presenting a book  to a  queen  and its dedicatory poem  with  acrostic
ELISABETH, the cult of angels of  which  the  text  is an  important  and rare survival, and the

fraternity of All Angels, Brentford, near  Syon,  which may have been  the background and

inspiration of the  woman  who made the  book  and presented it.

A  limited number of  photocopies  of this article are available from the Sales Office,
for £2.50 including p&p. Add 10% for overseas.

Meg Twycross,  ‘The  York Mercers’ lewent  brede  and the Hanseatic trade’,

Medieval English  Theatre, volume  17, 1995, pages 96-119.
An explanation of  lewent brede,  the broad, coarse linen or hemp cloth  used ’to  cover  the

sides of the Mercers’ pageant: an object lesson and consolation for any searcher after the
.meanings of obscure  medieval  words. Details  about  the linen trade, especially with
Gennany,-in the  late  fifteenth  century. '

Notes  on  Contributors

Richard Britnell  teaches  history a't  Durham  University. He studies the  social  and  :

economic history of the Middle Ages, and has written  a  book_about Colchester between

1300-1525.

Helen  Castor  is a fellow and college lecturer in History at Sidney Sussex  College,

Cambridge; Her book on the  Duchy of Lancaster under the Lancastrian .kings will be

published'by 0UP. '

Cecil  H.  Clough  has published extensively on aspects of the Italian Renaissance

and on the cultural  ethos  of fifteenth and early-sixteenth century England.

Harry Cooper  has been a member of' the Society for many years. He has  made  a
study of medieval warfare, in particular the battles of the Wars of the Roses.

Jeremy Grifiiths  is the co-editor of the journal  English Manuscript Studies  1100-

1700.  He is completing catalogues of the manuscripts at St John’s Collége and Christ

Church, Oxford and Holkham Hall, Norfolk.

Michael  K.  Jones.  Research Consultant at the History of Parliament and co-author

of  a  biography of  Lady Margaret  Beaufort,  The  King ’s  Mother.  '
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Ruth Kennedy teaches at the English Department at  Royal  Holloway University of

London, and is working on editions of stanzaic alliterative poems and on metrical

smdies.

Jenny Ker-mode  teaches history at Liverpool University. She works on  towns  and

trade in late medieval England.

Nigel Ramsay has  most  recently been  a  curator in the Department of Manuscripts

at the British Library and  a Visiting Fellow at the Lewis Walpole Library, Farmington,

Connecticut.

Colin Richmond  is Professor of Medieval History at  Keele  University.

Jennifer  Ward.  Senior Lecturer in History at Goldsmiths’ College, University of

London. Author of  English Noblewomen  in the  Later Middle  Ages,  Longman  1992.

Instructions to  Contributors  to the  Ricardian

Contributions are welcomed on any subject relevant to the  aims  of the Society.
These  may be illustrated by photographs (glossy prints showing good contrast) or
by line drawings. All contributions, including letters, must  be typewritten, with
double spacing and adequate margins, on one side of the paper only. Permission
must be obtained for the use of copyright material, but this is not usually necessary
for short quotes. References and  footnotes must  be given in one sequence at the
end of the article.  Details  need not be given in full for second and subsequent
references to the same source.  They must  take  the form of the following examples:
R. Horrox and P. W. Hammond  eds., British Library Manuscript  433, 4  vols.,

Upminster and London  1979-83, vol. 1, pp. 45-46.
Daniel Williams, ‘The  .hastily drawn up will of William  Catcsby Esquire, 25
August  1485’, Leicestershire Archaeological  and  Historical Society Transactions,
vol. 51 (1975-6), p. 48.
Anyone interested in  taking display advertisement space  — full, half  or quarter  page
— or in placing an insert should contact the Editor. (Classified advertisements
should be  sen:  to the Editor of the Bulletin).

Contributions for the December  1997  Ricardian must reach Miss Anne Sutton, 44
Guildhall Street, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP33  lQF, by 30 September. Articles
should be sent well in advance. Further advice on presentation may be obtained
from the editor.
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British Library Harleian
Manuscript  433

Edited by '
Rosemary Horrox and P. W. Hammond

The most important source document for the reign of Richard  III, largely

composed of the grants and letters which passed through his signet office. All
documents are transcribed; Latin documents are accompanied by a

translation. Volume  4  is an index to people, places and subjects.

Published by the Richard III  Soéiety 1979-83

4  volumes; 1084  pages; 5 illustrations

Price  for  Members  £18.50 the volume or £60 the  set, including p&p, from

the Sales  Office, PO Box  247, Haywards  Heath, W.  Sussex  RH17  SFF.

Overseas members to add 10% to cover surface-mail charges. Cheques to be

in sterling .only and made payable to the Richard III Society.

Ricardian  Index 1994—96
A  comprehensive author and subject index to articles, notes and reviews in all

issues of The  Ricardian, volume  X  numbers  124-35, March 1994-December 1996.

£3.50 including postage and packing from:

Sales Office, PO. Box  247,  Haywards Heath, W. Sussex  RH17  SFF

Please make cheques payable to the Richard III Society.

Back Copies  Of The  Ricardian ‘
Limited  numbers  of  some  back  copies  of the  Ricardian  are available for purchase from
Mrs P. Ruffle, 11 De  Lucy Avenue,  Alresford, Winchester, Hants.,  $024  9EU.
Telephone: 0962  732692.  A  list  of the copies available can be  requested.

Charges  (including postage in the UK) are £1 per copy for  numbers  83-84  and
£1.50 for no. 98 onwards. Would  overseas  members please add an  extra  10 per

cent  for  surface  mail or 75 per  cent  per copy for air  mail.  Remittance  to be
made payable to the Richard III  Society.
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